Better, more engaging video meetings

With Webex, your teams can talk, build relationships, share, and collaborate face-to-face—wherever they are located. Video conferencing is also proven to reduce misunderstandings, productivity drains, and cost. But did you know that you can dramatically improve your focus, engagement, and connection with colleagues by simply changing the way you view meetings?

Let’s explore the different layout options to help you decide which is best for your next meeting:

- **Grid view** is a great way to bring larger teams together and strengthen human connections in your meeting. See videos of up to 25 participants per page for a more social group dynamic.

- **Stack** and **side-by-side** layouts are ideal if you will have a few main presenters but would like to see and recognize occasional contributors—for example, in a Q&A session. Show key speakers in the primary video below or next to thumbnail videos of up to six other participants. When someone starts sharing, the focus will automatically shift to the shared content.

- **Full-screen** view increases the size of shared content—making it easier to see—and helps audiences stay focused on your message. This view hides the menu bar at the top of the application window and you can use the grid, stack, or side-by-side layouts. When no content is being shared, the primary video takes center stage.

  During a meeting, you can switch between video layouts as often as you like. To change your view in a meeting, **click Layout**, then select a view.

  Make your meetings seamless, productive, and fun—just as if you’re in the same room.
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